A computer-aided measuring system for the characterization of yeast populations combining 2D-image analysis, electronic particle counter, and flow cytometry.
An integrated measuring system was developed that directly compares the shape of size distributions of Saccharomyces cerevisiae populations obtained from either microscopic measurements, electronic particle counter, or flow cytometer. Because of its asymmetric mode of growth, a yeast population consists of two different subpopulations, parents and daughters. Although electronic particle counter and flow cytometer represent fast methods to assess the growth state of the population as a whole, the determination of important cell cycle parameters like the fraction of daughters or budded cells requires microscopic observation. We therefore adapted a semiautomatic and interactive 2D-image processing program for rapid and accurate determination of volume distributions of the different sub-populations. The program combines the capacity of image processing and volume calculation by contour-rotation, with the potential of visual evaluation of the cells. High-contrast images from electron micrographs are well suited for image analysis, but the necessary air drying caused the cells to shrink to 35% of their hydrated volume. As an alternative, hydrated cells overstained with the fluorochrome calcofluor and visualized by fluorescence light microscopy were used. Cell volumes calculated from length, and diameter measurements with the assumption of an ellipsoid cell shape were underestimated as compared to volumes derived from 2D-image analysis and contour rotation, because of a deviating cell shape, especially in the older parent cells with more than one bud scar. The bimodal volume distribution obtained from microscopic measurements was identical to the protein distribution measured with the flow cytometer using cells stained with dansylchloride, but differed significantly from the size distribution measured with the electronic particle counter. Compared with the flow cytometer, 2-D image analysis can thus provide accurate distributions with important additional information on, for instance, the distributions of subpopulations like parents, daughters, or budded cells.